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ABSTRACT
Until now, the literature shows that many interesting works have been done to
evaluate traditional community-based participatory approaches in Brazil and
internationally. However, several of these methodologies fail for not directing the focus
of their analysis on values derived from traditional communities and populations in this
divided society.
The question that permeates this work is: Is it possible to achieve a
methodological integration of multiple criteria analysis and environmental
perception in the pursuit of traditional values? (Emphasis added by the authors).
The theoretical framework that will fund this research is supported by Funtowicz
and Ravetz (2003), regarding the aspects of problem solving that tend to be neglected in
scientific practice: uncertainty, consideration of cultural values, and a plurality of
legitimate perspectives when it addresses the Post-Normal Science (PNS).
The Post-Normal Science (PNS) considers these elements as an integral part of
science. By its inclusion in the formulation of complex issues, the PNS is capable of
providing a coherent collection regarding aspects of extended participation decision
making, providing a new basis for assuring the quality research.
The ideas and concepts in the field of PNS bring new strategies for solving
problems where the role of science is assessed in the context of the complexity and
uncertainty of natural systems and of the relevance of human values and commitments.
For Funtowicz et al. (1993), different types of uncertainty can be expressed and
used for evaluating the quality of scientific information. The difficulties of decision
making would depend on the point formed from the components of two attributes: the
risk regulatory decisions, that would contain arguments of high uncertainty, and a high
objection regarding the quality of the scientific knowledge presented by the opponent.
A new science challenges the calculation possibilities, recognizing the importance
of factors arising from indeterminacies, uncertainties of random phenomena and their
contradictions, giving freedom to contribute to the advancement of knowledge. In fact,
the conflict between experts and the public can lead to an increase of scientific

knowledge, since there is, for the latter, know-how, and an understanding of local
conditions that could identify at least laboriously relevant data and thus help in solving
problems. These new participants, named as extended peer community, act in order to
ensure the quality of the results and transmit specific skills, besides enhancing
traditional research communities.
For FUNTOWICZ (1997), since the uncertainties of the system permeate both the
reaction capabilities of citizens as to how their rights are ensured, at first by the State,
this third element – of social vulnerability – appears to settle the dynamics through
which the decision making is engendered.
Based on the theory of decision analysis (Decision Analysis) a decision is thought
of as a choice between alternatives that will produce uncertain futures, for which there
are preferences. That is, this theory explicitly considers the uncertainty about the values
of the criteria. Subsequently a decision tree is made with selected levels of attributes, as
random variables in which are associated probability distributions at each level. Finally,
the calculation of expected utility is made, that is the weighting of the probabilities for
each level.
The MACBETH Sociotechnical Process of Multicriteria Decision Aid and the
Environmental Perception are two methodologies that focus on the people’s values and
perceptions, both those of individual character and those measured from their
participation in social groups they belong to, on which they have an affect and by whom
they are affected.
To make decisions in complex situations, it is absolutely necessary to incorporate
subjective aspects, being measured qualitatively and quantitatively and the alternatives
must be analyzed in terms of their impacts on objectives. Finally, the complex decision
to be made must consider the values, aspirations and perceptions of all the decision
makers involved in the process (BANA e COSTA, 1993; LIMA, 2012).
Therefore, the approach Multicriteria Decision Aiding (MCDA - Multiple Criteria
Decision Aid) considers and incorporates the subjective part and the information
specialists' judgments about uncertainties or the identification of and structuring of
multiple conflicting objectives through its three fundamental convictions (BANA e
COSTA, 1993).
Studies of environmental perception have been used for different purposes.
Research in ethno-botany, geography, anthropology, biology, medicine, history,

sociology, philosophy, education, art, architecture, engineering, tourism and other
disciplines utilize it as a management and prospecting tool for industries, researchers,
and public agencies (such as municipal, state and federal governments) to improve the
understanding of issues, related particularly to the culture of the people, whether they
come from traditional communities or just human groups with strong and different
sociocultural characteristics in contrast with the globalized contemporary mainstream
culture.
Thus, in the context of conservation and / or sustainable development of natural
areas where human activities are developed, the environmental perception highlights the
differences that come out of this relationship, mediating the dialogue necessary to the
contemporary life establishment, in keeping with the significant traditions and cultural
factors for individuals and social groups to which they belong.
Environmental Perception is the apprehension of a given real object, the
establishment of a link between empirical knowledge (a posteriori) and a real object
(feeling) for the interpretation of the stimuli and the construction of their meanings. It
tries to establish, as a process: receipt, capture, feeling, thinking, and understanding, in
the clash of memories with the present data and the withholding of those that harmonize
with changes that count for the individual and their community.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to find a methodological approach to integrate
MACBETH Multicriteria Decision Support and Environmental Perception, whose
knowledge acquisition methodologies are supported by the Post-Normal Science,
which is also their theoretical basis.
In the second part of this work the theory of Decision Analysis and subsequently
the theoretical basis of socio-technical process of MACBETH Multicriteria Decision
will be presented. In the third part, the theoretical basis of Environmental Perception
and its specific application to this socioeconomic cropping will be shown, and in the
fourth section, the possibilities for integration and final methodological considerations
will be exposed.
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